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1 Introduction and motivation

Data-driven solutions are playing an increasingly important role in numerous practical problems across

multiple disciplines. This shift away from the traditional model-driven approaches to those that are

data driven naturally emphasized the importance of explainability of our solutions, as in this case, the

connection to a physical model is often not obvious. Explainability is a broad umbrella and includes

interpretability but also implies that the solutions need to be complete, in that one should be able to

“audit” them, ask appropriate questions and hence gain further insight about their inner workings [1].

Thus, interpretability, reproducibility, and ultimately, our ability to generalize these solutions to unseen

scenarios and situations are all strongly tied to the starting point of explainability.

Model-based solutions, through their natural connection to the physical model, are fully interpretable.

As data-driven solutions, matrix and tensor decompositions (MTD) 1 provide an attractive middle ground.

While allowing for discovery of structure in the data in an unsupervised manner, they can also result in

fully interpretable solutions, by which we mean we can associate the rows/columns of the final factor

matrices with (physical) quantities of interest. In other data-driven solutions like multilayered neural

networks, interpretability takes an indirect form and generally requires a second-level analysis, e.g., gen-

eration of heat maps in multilayered neural networks [2]. In MTD, interpretability is direct due to their

intimate connection to the linear blind source separation problem, where the assumption is that there

are a number of linearly mixed latent variables of interest. This assumption has proven useful in an array

of applications, and MTD are being adopted across multiple domains such as medical image analysis

and fusion, healthcare, remote sensing, chemometrics, metabolomics, recommender systems, natural

language processing, and physical sciences [3–10].

While this rapidly growing interest in the development and use of factorization methods is very en-

couraging, a serious concern is the lack of formalizations such as a “reproducibility checklist”, which

have been developed for supervised learning, see e.g., [11]. The basics of reproducibility in this checklist

that relate to the description and specification of models, algorithm, datasets, and the code are common

in all machine learning approaches including the MTD. However, the last group of items in the checklist

of [11] about reported experimental results, i.e., computational reproducibility, has not been emphasized

for unsupervised learning, and for the MTD. While many success stories are reported using factorization

1We use matrices for data arranged as 2-way arrays, and tensors for N -way arrays where N >2.
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of given set of observations across application areas, e.g., noting identification of putative biomarkers of

disease in the analysis of neuroimaging data, in many instances, results are reported without much con-

sideration to their computational reproducibility. The literature that acknowledges this important topic

for MTD is currently rather limited and sparse, see e.g., [12–17]. Thus, our goal in this special issue pa-

per is to identify critical issues for guaranteeing the reproducibility of solutions in unsupervised matrix

and tensor factorizations, with an applied focus, considering the practical case where there is no ground

truth. While simulation results can easily demonstrate advantages of a given model and support the

given theoretical development, when the model parameters are not known—the case in most practical

problems—their estimation and performance evaluation is a difficult problem. In this paper, we review

the—currently rather limited—literature on the topic, discuss the proposed solutions, make suggestions

based on those, and identify topics that require attention and further research.

We adopt the definition for (computational) reproducibility given in the report by the US National

Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine [18] where it is defined as obtaining consistent re-

sults using the same data and code—i.e., the method as in the original study. In the same report, the

closely related concept of replicability is defined as obtaining consistent results across studies aimed at

answering the same scientific question using new data, which addresses generalization, a key topic in

machine learning. Given that the cost functions for most matrix and tensor decomposition methods are

non-convex, one can only guarantee convergence to a local optimum. Since in most cases, closed form

solutions do not exist, iterative techniques are employed, and most commonly, using random initial-

izations [15–17, 19, 20]. Even when all algorithmic quantities are fixed, and the only variability is due to

random initializations, the resulting decompositions can be quite different as we also show with numeri-

cal examples in this paper. Still, in most of the literature reporting results with real data, a mechanism for

selecting a single, “most reproducible” run from multiple runs has been rarely defined and used. In many

instances, results are reported using a single run of the selected iterative algorithm. Hence, presenting a

comprehensive review of the current solutions along with a set of suggested best practices, we believe is

very important. Within the limitations of special issue papers in terms of length, we also touch upon the

important related concepts, especially replicability.

When the emphasis is on interpretability in a given solution, it is important to have theoretical guar-

antees for having one set of factor matrices (subject to ambiguities) for a given dataset, i.e., to ensure the

uniqueness of the model. Two decompositions that have proven useful in an array of applications and

have uniqueness guarantees under relaxed conditions are the independent component analysis (ICA)

and the canonical-polyadic decomposition (CPD). ICA poses the problem as that of separation of statis-

tically independent latent variables (sources) with a matrix representation and provides a unique solu-

tion under very general conditions. On the other hand, CPD takes the multi-linear structure of the data

into account with non-negative CPD (N-CPD) providing almost always uniqueness guarantees [21]. To

introduce and solidify the important concepts of model match for reproducibility, we select two practical

problems to demonstrate these ideas: analysis of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data for

ICA and unmixing of fluorescence spectroscopy data for N-CPD. We make use of these two applications

to explain the important property of model match, which provides the link between interpretability and

uniqueness. Besides, with better model match, the reproducibility of solutions tends to increase as we

demonstrate. While we focus on ICA and CPD in much of the discussion, our conclusions are applicable

to other decompositions such as non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), sparse decompositions, and
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tensor decompositions like PARAFAC2 and Tucker [3], especially when their uniqueness guarantees can

be established for a given problem.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the three key concepts in

our development: uniqueness, interpretability, and model match. To help make these ideas concrete,

we introduce two applications as examples: fMRI data analysis using ICA and fluorescence spectroscopy

data analysis using CPD. We then introduce the conditions for uniqueness for ICA and CPD, in Section

3. Section 4 provides the concrete definitions for reproducibility and replicability, Section 5 addresses

replicability and Section 6 reproducibility. In Section 7, we provide numerical examples for the two mo-

tivating examples introduced in Section 2 to highlight our main messages. Finally, we conclude the paper

with a summary and discussion.

2 Uniqueness, interpretability, and model match

To introduce the inter-related concepts of uniqueness, interpretability, and model match, we make use

of two examples, analysis of fMRI data and fluorescence spectroscopy data. The first example makes

use of ICA and the second one, of (non-negative) CPD, two models with uniqueness guarantees under

general conditions.

An example in medical imaging: FMRI analysis

FMRI has enabled direct study of temporal and spatial changes in the brain either in response to vari-

ous stimuli, or when the brain is at rest or in a neutral condition such as during sleep [22]. FMRI data

is four dimensional, as volume data is captured as a function of time, and through its analysis with a

focus on functional connectivity, we obtain estimates of intrinsic functional networks (FN), i.e., brain

regions that might be physically disconnected but operate synchronously in that they have similar tem-

poral fluctuations [23]. Their identification is a key step in the study of human brain function, with a goal

of understanding the properties of the developing or aging brain, or mechanisms of addiction, mental

illness and other disorders. Relatively low image contrast-to-noise ratio of the blood oxygenation level

dependent fMRI signal, head movement, and undesired physiological sources of variability such as car-

diac and pulmonary, make detection of the activation-related signal changes challenging. Hence, the

robust identification of functional networks given an fMRI scan over a time period, P , is critical.

In Figure 1, we show two approaches for the analysis of fMRI data, i.e., estimation of FN: (i) a model-

based approach based on linear regression, the general linear model (GLM), and (ii) a data-driven ap-

proach based on ICA applied in the spatial dimension [22,24]. As shown in the figure, both the GLM and

the ICA approaches start with the same dataset, the fMRI data, X , arranged as a matrix of time points P

by volume elements, voxels, V , by flattening the volume as a row at each time instant, and make use of a

simple linear mixing model

X = AS (1)

as shown in Figure 1.

The model-based GLM approach, which can be implemented through the Statistical Parametric

Mapping (SPM) toolbox [25], makes use of a user-defined design matrix. The columns of this matrix

are defined using the information in the time courses for a given task, and hence the approach is widely
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Figure 1: Given the fMRI data X arranged as a matrix, a model-based and a data-driven approach for
estimating the functional networks. Here, N represents the number of sources, i.e., FN, in ICA such that
N < P , and it is given by the number of regressors in GLM.

used for the analysis of task fMRI data. Given the user-defined mixing matrix, AG , the spatial maps are

given by the least squares solution

SG = (AT
G AG )−1 AT

G X . (2)

The ICA approach, on the other hand, alleviates the need to specify timecourses and estimates both the

mixing matrix A and the spatial maps given through matrix S. Hence, it is attractive for the analysis of

resting-state data where one cannot specify a design matrix AG , and even for task-related fMRI studies,

leads to increased sensitivity in the results through more flexible modeling of the timecourses [22].

An example in spectral unmixing: Fluorescence data analysis

Fluorescence spectroscopy measures the intensity of the light emitted at different emission wavelengths

when a fluorophore (i.e., a fluorescent chemical compound) is excited at various excitation wavelengths.

Fluorescence spectroscopy measurements of a sample (e.g., a mixture) with multiple fluorophores are in

the form of a two-way excitation emission matrix (EEM) containing the contributions (signals) from all

fluorophores. In the presence of several samples, measurements can be arranged as a third-order tensor

with modes: samples, emission wavelengths, and excitation wavelengths. Such measurements of various

types of samples (e.g., human plasma samples, environmental samples or food samples) are often an-

alyzed with the goal of revealing the chemical contents (e.g., sources) of the samples for monitoring or

diagnosis purposes.

The CPD model has proved to be a successful data-driven approach for the analysis of fluorescence

spectroscopy measurements [26, 27]. Given a third-order tensor X ∈RI×J×K with modes: samples, emis-

sion wavelengths, excitation wavelengths containing EEM matrices from multiple samples, an R-component

CPD model represents X as follows:

X≈
R∑

r=1
ar ◦br ◦c r = �A,B ,C �, (3)
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where ◦ denotes the vector outer product, ar ,br ,c r correspond to the r th column of factor matrices

A ∈RI×R ,B ∈RJ×R , and C ∈RK×R in the samples, emission, and excitation modes, respectively.

Model match:

The success of these two approaches, use of ICA for analysis of fMRI data and CPD for fluorescence data,

is due to the match of these two mixing models to the way the observations are generated. The fMRI

data can be modeled through the linear mixing of FN with their temporal modulations [28] as in (1), and

the fluorescence data through the multi-linear model in (3) where br and c r reveal the emission and

excitation spectra of the chemical compound captured by the r th component, and ar shows the relative

concentrations of that chemical compound in the samples [27]. In addition, since relative concentra-

tions and spectra are expected to be non-negative, non-negative CPD becomes a particularly well suited

approach for spectral unmixing.

Importance of order selection for model match:

An important parameter for model match in these two examples is the dimension of the signal subspace,

i.e., number of FN, N , for the ICA model and the number of different emission/excitation spectra R in

the mixture for the CPD. Here, N , corresponds to the size (and rank) of the mixing matrix in ICA and R to

the rank of tensor in CPD.

For ICA, there are a number of data-driven solutions for estimating N given X ∈ RP×V where P ≥
N . A typical approach is use of information theoretic criteria such as minimum description length [29]

(equivalently the Bayesian information criterion [30]) as in [31], or using a correction that takes the fact

that samples are correlated into account when computing the likelihood function [32, 33]. In this case,

principal component analysis (PCA) is used to project the data onto the dimension-reduced space. In

[34], this problem is posed as one of generalizable patterns in neuroimaging using PCA.

For CPD, model selection refers to estimation of the rank R. In this case, the noise and interference

are directly modeled by the residual error as the typical cost function is given as

min
A,B ,C

‖X−�A,B ,C �‖2 (4)

where ‖·‖ is typically the Frobenius norm. There is no polynomial-time algorithm to determine the rank

of a given tensor—it has been shown that estimating the tensor rank is NP (nondeterministic polynomial

time)-hard [35]. There are, however, various approaches such as checking the model fit with increasing

number of components to see how much of the data the model explains and whether additional com-

ponents contribute significantly. Another approach is the use of a core consistency diagnostic called

CORCONDIA [36]. Bayesian approaches relying on automatic relevance determination [37] as well as

missing data estimation strategies [38–40] have also provided promising performance. In general, how

to determine the best model order in MTD is an important challenge, e.g., different approaches may

produce different solutions, e.g., [34], so it requires special attention. Here, we have just scratched the

surface on the topic in this brief overview.

Selecting the right model order plays a key role in model match. When there is a good model match,

the stability of the solutions increases, as there is an agreement with the way observations are generated.

We demonstrate this point with examples in the section on numerical examples.
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Uniqueness and interpretability:

A key property in any analytical model is uniqueness. Given the factorization in (1), it is easy to see that

for any N ×N invertible matrix Z , we can always write

X = AS = (AZ )(Z −1S) = ÃS̃. (5)

Since the pairs of matrices {A,S} and {Ã, S̃} cannot be distinguished, this simple two-factor matrix de-

composition is highly non-unique. It is with additional constraints on either one, or both of these ma-

trices, A and S, such as orthogonality and sparsity, one can guarantee uniqueness, i.e., can uniquely

identify each corresponding column/row of the factor matrices.2

Uniqueness is an important property supporting interpretability, i.e., attaching a physical meaning to

the rows/ columns of the factor matrices in a given decomposition [41,42]. In the fMRI analysis example

in Figure 1, we associate the rows of matrix S with FN and the corresponding columns in the mixing

matrix A as their temporal modulation for a given subject’s fMRI data. These, for example, can be used

to identify biomarkers for a given disorder such as schizophrenia. Similarly, we associate the columns

of factor matrices in (3) with spectra of the emission and excitation modes, and their corresponding

proportions in the samples/mixtures for the CPD model. Whenever a reference signal is available, for

example if we have the spectra of interest, interpretability can be quantified using a similarity measure

like correlation with this reference.

Without guarantees on the uniqueness of the factor matrices in the decomposition, it would make

little sense to try to discuss their physical significance. For example, the least squares solution in (2) is

unique when AG is full column rank. In the next section, we review the basic conditions for uniqueness

of the two models in our example, the ICA and the CPD.

3 Uniqueness guarantees: ICA and (N)-CPD

To state the conditions for uniqueness of ICA, we introduce the linear mixture model for ICA using the

random process notation as that is the natural notation to introduce ICA and its properties. It is given by

x(v) = As(v), (6)

where x(v) and s(v) are the N -dimensional mixture and source random vector processes, and A is the

deterministic but unknown N × N mixing matrix, assumed to be full-rank. The index v might refer to

space or time, where in the latter case, v is replaced by t for time. We used v in line with our fMRI

example for voxels, where by using a random process notation rather than random variable, we can take

statistical properties such as sample dependence and nonstationarity into account in addition to non-

Gaussianity.

The main assumption in ICA is that the underlying latent random processes, i.e., sources, sn(v),

n = 1, . . . , N of the random process vector s(v) ∈RN , are mutually statistically independent. This simple

assumption enables essentially unique solutions, i.e., unique subject to the unavoidable permutation

2In general, we only require the decomposition to be essentially unique where essential uniqueness means that the individual
factors in the decomposition are unique up to a common permutation and scaling/counter-scaling of the columns.
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and scaling ambiguities. While independence might come across as a strong assumption, it is satisfied

in many situations leading to a desirable model match.

ICA algorithms estimate a demixing matrix W using a cost function that maximizes independence,

such as mutual information rate [7], and the source estimates u(v) are recovered via

u(v) =W x(v). (7)

If we consider a given set of V observations for each random process arranged as a matrix, X ∈RN×V ,

we can write X = AS where A ∈RN×N and S ∈RN×V , and the source estimates for given X are recovered

through

U =W X . (8)

In practice, most problems are overdetermined as in the case of fMRI analysis example, where there are

more observations than the number of sources of interest. In this case, we typically perform dimension

reduction, and project the original P×V data matrix to the lower dimensional matrix N ×V matrix where

N ≤ P , and determines the dimensionality of the signal subspace. We refer to the problem of determining

the order N as the model order selection problem, which plays a key role in model match as outlined

above. Thus, in what follows, we assume the determined case where the number of mixtures xn(v) and

sources sn(v) match, given by N , and hence A is square.

Hence, in ICA, under the assumption of independence, estimation of a single matrix, W is sufficient,

as the second matrix in the decomposition, U , estimate of S, is recovered through a simple multipli-

cation. This indicates a key difference for ICA, compared with other matrix decompositions such as

dictionary learning and non-negative matrix factorization where both factors need to be estimated sep-

arately. Another important difference for ICA is that, uniqueness guarantees are established in a rather

straightforward fashion by working within the maximum likelihood framework, and under very general

conditions, while for other matrix decompositions can often only be established under specific condi-

tions, e.g., [43].

While ICA has been around for some time, with first algorithms introduced in the late 1980s (see [5]

for an engaging account of the early developments on ICA), a common misconception has been that it is

primarily through the use of non-Gaussianity, i.e., higher-order statistical information, one can achieve

ICA. This is the reason for the oft repeated misconception that ICA can identify only a single Gaussian

source. ICA can be more generally achieved by using different statistical properties of the underlying

sources in the mixture besides non-Gaussianity such as sample dependence and nonstationarity. We

refer to these properties as signal diversity, and when multiple types of diversity are used in the develop-

ment of the ICA algorithm, a broader class of sources—including multiple Gaussians—can be uniquely

identified [5, 7]. Hence, the point of view that presents higher-order statistics (HOS) as the only means to

achieve ICA presents a very limited view of ICA, and more importantly, of its capabilities.

Here, to simplify the development that is required for stating the results, we only consider sample

dependence (non-whiteness) of the sources along with non-Gaussianity as types of signal diversity. We

define the covariance function for the n-th (second-order stationary) source sn(v) ∈R as

csn (τ) = E {sn(v +τ)sn(v)} .
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Then, by writing the likelihood function, one can proceed by showing the necessary and sufficient con-

ditions for the Fisher Information Matrix to stay positive definite, which results in the conditions given in

Table 1 [5,7]. As observed, just by making use of non-whiteness, one can identify multiple Gaussians, and

when jointly taken into account, sample dependence and HOS enable identification of a much broader

class of signals. When other properties such as non-stationarity and non-circularity (when the data are

complex valued), it can be shown that one can uniquely identify even a broader class of sources [44].

TYPE OF SIGNAL DIVERSITY IDENTIFICATION

non-Gaussianity Any source
but only one Gaussian

non-whiteness Any source except those
with csn (τ) =α2csm (τ),
for n 6= m and α 6= 0

non-Gaussianity + Any source except Gaussians
non-whiteness with csn (τ) =α2csm (τ),

for n 6= m and α 6= 0

Table 1:
Using different types of diversity jointly, one can identify a broader class of signals including multiple
Gaussians as long as they have different spectra across sources.

The most general uniqueness result for the CPD model is defined based on Kruskal rank (k-rank),

which is defined such that the Kruskal rank of matrix A, denoted kA , is the largest value of k such that

any k columns of A are linearly independent [45]. Given this definition, for X with factors A,B and C

given in (3), [45] states the sufficient condition for (essential) uniqueness of CPD as

kA +kB +kC ≥ 2R +2. (9)

As in ICA, this is the condition for essential uniqueness as we can simply permute the order of rank-one

terms, and also scale each column in a given rank-one term as in

X≈
R∑

r=1
ar ◦br ◦c r =

R∑
r=1

αr ar ◦βr br ◦γr c r

for αrβrγr = 1. The sufficient condition in (9) has been generalized to N -way arrays and stronger condi-

tions have been derived, see e.g., [3, 8]. In particular, for non-negative CPD, the approximation is shown

to be well posed and the solution of N-CPD is almost always unique [21].

An important starting point for real data analysis is studying uniqueness properties of the selected

decomposition. The conditions such as those given here can guide the study, help determine whether

additional prior information such as smoothness or sparsity might need to be incorporated into the

solution. E.g., in the case of ICA, these considerations can guide the algorithm choice, when an algorithm

that accounts for multiple types of signal diversity is used a broader set of signals including multiple

Gaussians can be identified. In addition, these all lead to better model match, and most often solutions

that are more easily reproducible, and potentially replicable.
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4 Definitions: (Computational) reproducibility and replicability

Following [18], we define reproducibility as obtaining consistent (same/similar) results using the same al-

gorithm and data, and replicability as obtaining similar results—or more generally conclusions—across

different datasets. The latter is a very general definition, and we would like to make the distinction about

the use of a completely different dataset, e.g., use of neuroimaging data from a different site where the

subjects and possibly their certain attributes are different as well, and the second scenario where the

datasets are expected to come from the same distribution, which is the idea when implementing differ-

ent sampling strategies for a given set of observations in replicability studies. The first scenario is differ-

ent as in this case indeed one can reasonably expect only to have the main conclusions to be similar. E.g.,

in [46], a framework is presented that can effectively replicate estimation of brain network abnormalities

of schizophrenia across different datasets. In what follows, we consider the second case when talking

about replicability.

As one would expect, the terminology used for replicability and reproducibility widely varies in the

literature. E.g., stability [47, 48], repeatability [49], similarity [17], and (algorithmic) reliability [50] have

been all used to refer to reproducibility. At times, replicability and reproducibility have been used in-

terchangeably [46], and reproducibility is used to refer to what we call replicability [12, 51]. Thus, while

consulting other references, it is important to remember the definitions we make here, in this section.

Even though our focus is on reproducibility, because it is closely tied to replicability, which is impor-

tant when determining the relevant parameters for decomposition, such as those for model order and

regularization, we discuss replicability as well, next.

5 Replicability in MTD: Two solutions based on half-splits of observations

In MTD—for the unsupervised case, which we focus on—the use of different sampling strategies for cross

validation is not well studied, especially when we compare it with their wide use in supervised machine

learning. E.g., in sparse decompositions where there are a number of hyper-parameters to be deter-

mined, such as the sparsity level and the dictionary dimension, it has been rare seeing a clear account of

the procedure for the selection of these hyper-parameters as in [43, 52] using training/validation/testing

partitions. In certain studies, e.g., those in the medical field, it might be hard to achieve such partitions

while keeping the statistical power of the study at an acceptable level if the number of subjects is rela-

tively small. In this case, out-of-sample cross-validation has been used for evaluating replicability [53].

An attractive approach for replicability studies in MTD is using half-splits of the total observations, which

we discuss next.

The NPAIRS (nonparametric prediction, activation, influence, and reproducibility resampling) frame-

work [12] is originally introduced for neuroimaging data analysis, and for SPM which we introduced as

the commonly used model-driven approach for fMRI analysis example. Since then, it has been used in

a number of different contexts, especially for model selection in brain imaging studies, e.g., for deter-

mining the sparsity level [13], both sparsity and smoothness levels [54], the model order [55], or simply

the model to be used [51]. The main argument in NPAIRS is selecting the solution that establishes a bal-

ance between accuracy (emphasizing model match, low deviation from the truth) and consistency of the
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solutions (low variability), as this is the solution that corresponds to one that establishes the bias and

variance trade-off.

The classical NPAIRS terminology refers to those two considerations as prediction accuracy vs re-

producibility. We will instead refer to those in this discussion as prediction accuracy vs consistency, as

we have a specific definition for reproducibility. The observations of a given dataset are split into two

independent halves (e.g., across subjects): training and test sets. For example the model can be trained

on the first split and the prediction accuracy estimated from the second split and vice versa, yielding two

estimates of the prediction accuracy [13]. The process is repeated across such multiple halves and the

averages are recorded. The solution that corresponds to high accuracy and highly consistent results is

used in further analysis, e.g., if it is used to determine the model order, then the whole data is used with

the order that corresponds to this solution.

As noted, NPAIRS makes use of split-half resampling to produce equal-sized training and test sets,

hence ensuring that bias due to size differences in the two splits is eliminated and their independent

error estimates can be directly compared. This has also been a common practice in the data-driven

analysis of neuroimaging data when looking at differences across populations, such as a patient and a

healthy control group, by making sure that the numbers of subjects in each group are balanced. This

way, the power of each of the independent-group data analyses is maximized.

For tensors, Harshman and De Sarbo introduced the use of split-half procedure [56] for application

of CPD to a practical problem with a small sample size, and noted the following:

The strongest evidence for the “reality” of a factor—namely, that it is due to systematic influ-

ences and not just random noise—is the demonstration that the same or similar versions of

the factor can be found in several independent samples of the data.

This is a very clear explanation of the model match problem, and given that it was written in 1984 and

addressed small sample sizes, one could understand the use of only several independent samples. Today,

our recommendation will be to make use of as many random samplings as the dataset allows. Since

then, split-half experiments have been used in CPD for more general set of problems, for determining

the correct number of components (rank, R) as well as for assessing the appropriateness of the CPD

model for the given set of observations [26, 27, 56, 57]. Different strategies are proposed for generating

the data halves [26, 56], and the argument as noted above is that if the model is representative of the

sample population, the estimated components using independent data subsets should be highly similar.

The arguments for using splits as noted in [56] is similar to that in NPAIRS, achieving better sensitivity of

analysis.

6 Reproducibility: Selection of “best run” for interpretation

While the importance of making sure that all modeling and implementation details are accurate is

being increasingly emphasized in literature [11, 18], computational reproducibility, which refers to ob-

taining consistent solutions, has not received the same attention, especially for MTD. However, it should

be the first step also in replicability studies, e.g. when determining the hyper-parameters of an algorithm.

For each run with different samplings of the data, selecting the most reproducible run will improve the
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overall performance of the evaluations. In our discussion, we focus on the case where the dataset and

algorithm fixed—which implies that all hyper-parameters for the algorithm are determined. Then, the

remaining source of variability is due to random initialization of the algorithm.

For MTD, reproducibility is explicitly addressed only in a small subset of work that have interpretabil-

ity as the main goal. Whenever it is addressed, this is achieved using multiple runs and defining a se-

lection mechanism for identifying a single run as the desirable one, the one which will be interpreted,

and/or studied further. We refer to this run as the best run. For tensor decompositions, and matrix de-

compositions that have a clear distance-based metric as in (4), the common approach has been to use

multiple runs using the complete data and select the one with the minimum cost value for interpreta-

tion [19,20,58,59]. The second approach defines a metric such as the factor match score we define in (12)

to measure the similarity of factors from different runs, or uses the similarity of estimated subspaces in

order to evaluate the consistency of solutions. See e.g., [60] and the references therein, where a number

of such measures are used for evaluating replicability (with our definition) for a dictionary learning solu-

tion, and [61] for selecting the order in an NMF solution. The proposed metrics in both references could

also be used for reproducibility. This second approach has been commonly used for ICA for selecting the

best run but not for tensor methods. Nevertheless, consistency of solutions has been used to select the

number of components for CPD models [17]. As we demonstrate later with examples for fluorescence

spectroscopy demixing introduced in Section 7.2, in fact both of these considerations should guide the

selection of a best run. A highly consistent result might be due to high bias in the estimate, or a poor

model match, and hence the cost function value should also guide the selection of the run for further

evaluation.

Next, we review a number of solutions that have been proposed for evaluating the most consistent

run, and though these solutions have been proposed in the context of ICA, these are adopted for other

MTD as well, in particular the first solution ICASSO [50] has been used for a number of other decompo-

sitions [15, 48].

ICASSO: As we show with an example in this section in Figure 2, algorithmic variability in ICA might be

due to modeling flexibility that in turn provides a better model match. Variability in the solutions can

also result from the nature of updates. An early ICA algorithm, FastICA [62] is efficient but uses a fixed-

point type iteration scheme with an orthogonality constraint, and hence is prone to instability [63]. It

has motivated the introduction of a systematic approach for selecting a highly repeatable set of solu-

tions, using a method named ICASSO [50], which also enables visualization of the solution space. The

approach is based on performing multiple (M) runs of the given algorithm with different initializations3.

All N ×M source estimates where N is the number of sources are clustered based on their spatial cor-

relation and are evaluated using a quality index based on the compactness and isolation of the clusters.

The centroids of the clusters are selected as the final solution. One issue with the approach is that the

selected set of sources does not necessarily allow one to reliably reconstruct the original dataset X using

a single demixing matrix estimate, as the estimates typically do not come from the same run. As this is

undesirable for applications where the goal is interpretation of the factors, in [64] a modified evaluation

metric for ICASSO is introduced such that a single run can be selected, and used for ICA of fMRI. In [15],

another modification of ICASSO is proposed where the number of clusters is determined using a low-

3In the introduction of ICASSO, random samplings of the data is included as another possibility.
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Figure 2: ISI and Cross-ISI for two ICA algorithms: Infomax that uses a fixed nonlinearity providing a
good match only for super-Gaussian sources (β< 1) and EBM that uses an adaptive procedure for non-
linearity selection based on the maximum entropy principle. In addition, note that use of only a repro-
ducibility metric such as Cross-ISI might not be always sufficient for selecting the best run.

rank graph approximation whereas in ICASSO, this is a user-defined parameter. The method is noted to

yield more coherent clusters than ICASSO and is demonstrated for electroencephalogram (EEG) analysis

using CPD.

MST: An approach introduced specifically for fMRI analysis, minimum spanning tree (MST) [65] aligns

the components across multiple ICA runs using the linear assignment problem. The minimum cost of

alignment and the corresponding alignment for each pair is computed, and is followed by identification

of a central run as the run with minimum cost of alignment. The components in each run are reordered

as per this central run. After alignment, a one-sample t-test is performed across runs in order to eval-

uate the reproducibility of the estimated components. The best run is selected as the run with highest

correlation between the components and the corresponding T -maps.

Cross-ISI: Inter-symbol interference (ISI) is a frequently used global metric for performance evaluation

in ICA when the ground truth is available. It is defined as

ISI(G) = 1

2N (N −1)
·

N∑
n=1

(
N∑

m=1

‖gnm‖
maxk‖gnk‖

−1

)
+ 1

2N (N −1)
·

N∑
m=1

(
N∑

n=1

‖gnm‖
maxk‖gkm‖ −1

)
(10)

where G = AW with elements denoted as gnm , where A is the true mixing matrix and W is the estimated

demixing matrix. If W is perfectly estimated, G is identity subject to permutation and scaling ambiguities,

thus yielding zero ISI and indicating perfect separation. Therefore, the smaller the ISI, the closer the

estimates are to the ground truth, and the metric is bounded such that 0 ≤ ISI ≤ 1. In [16], motivated

by the definition of ISI, a new global metric, Cross-ISI, is introduced to assess the consistency of the

components across runs. It is defined as ISIC
i j = ISI(P i j ), where P i j = Ai W j with elements denoted as

p i j
nm , where Ai =W −1

i is the inverse of the demixing matrix of the i th run and W j is the demixing matrix

of the j th run. To measure the consistency of a single run to all the other runs, the cross-ISI of the current

run is generated by averaging all its pairwise cross-ISI values

ISIC
i = 1

K −1

K∑
j=1, j 6=i

ISIC
i j (11)

where K is the total number of runs. Cross-ISI is a simple function of only the estimated demixing ma-

trices, and is computationally efficient. Hence it can be computed when there is no ground truth that is

available, while ground truth is needed in the evaluation of ISI.
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An example for Cross-ISI vs ISI: We end this section with an example to help explain the role of Cross-

ISI as a reproducibility metric and its relationship with ISI, an accuracy metric. The example also helps

us make a number of points, in particular (i) density estimation is another important aspect of model

match in ICA; (ii) variations in the solution space might be desirable if it leads to better model match; and

finally, (iii) for reproducibility as in the case of NPAIRS for replicability, we need to balance reproducibility

considerations with a measure for accuracy.

We generated five sources, each with 10,000 samples from the generalized Gaussian distribution

(GGD) varying the shape parameter, β, which controls the shape of the unimodal and symmetric GGD

such that it is super-Gaussian for 0 <β< 1, sub-Gaussian forβ> 1, and Gaussian whenβ= 1. The mixing

matrix is selected such that its condition number is less than 30, and then kept fixed. The only source of

variability for each of the 100 runs is the random initializations, and the algorithm stopped because of

the condition on the gradient.

In ICA, besides the estimation of the demixing matrix W , matching of the underlying density of the

sources is what helps achieve the desirable large sample properties of the likelihood function [7]. To

demonstrate the importance of achieving model match through density estimation in ICA, we show the

performance of a widely used ICA algorithm for fMRI analysis, Infomax [66] that uses a fixed nonlinearity

matched to super-Gaussians and that of entropy bound minimization (EBM) [63], which uses an adap-

tive nonlinearity to match a relatively wide range of source distributions. As observed in Figures 2(a),

since Infomax nonlinearity is a good match for super-Gaussian sources, the ISI values for Infomax are

low when β < 1, and the sources are not successfully separated when β > 1. On the other hand, EBM

yields low ISI values for all values of β shown here. For β = 0.8, both algorithms have slightly higher ISI

as these are independent and identically distributed sources, and when the shape parameter is close to

that of Gaussian (β = 1), performance slightly degrades. With an algorithm that takes sample depen-

dence into account, we could identify multiple correlated Gaussians and not observe this penalty.

Figures (2(b)) show the cross-ISI values plotted against the ISI values for two shape parameters for

which both Infomax and EBM provide good performance. Since, we would like to typically have both

good separation performance and better reproducibility, we should choose a solution with low ISI and

Cross-ISI, and hence looking at Cross-ISI alone might not be sufficient. This is especially important in

challenging optimization landscapes, and in this case, if we were to plot Cross-ISI vs ISI for values ofβ> 1

where Infomax has a very poor model match and fails, this situation would be more pronounced. Obvi-

ously, ISI computation requires knowledge of ground truth but it can be easily replaced with a metric that

corresponds to the cost function value, the goal in the decomposition, e.g., a measure of independence

for ICA.

Another point important to note is that the EBM solutions are more variable compared with those

for Infomax. Since EBM is adaptive, it is able to decrease the bias due to density mismatch leading to

consistently low ISI values but at the expense of increased variability in the solutions. Such an adaptive

solution to pdf estimation provides a better model match, and is shown to provide better estimation of
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(a) Run with the lowest Cross-ISI (best run) (b) Run with the highest Cross-ISI

Figure 3: Functional network connectivity (FNC) maps for the best run and the one with the highest
Cross-ISI. Note the best run result has the expected anti-correlations with DMN to other networks and
stronger modularity overall compared with the highest cross-ISI result, hence leading to better inter-
pretability. (AUD: Auditory; MOT: Sensorimotor; VIS: Visual; ATTN: Attentional, and FRONT: Frontal
networks; DMN Default mode network.)

the underlying sources in a mixture with multiple examples including those in fMRI analysis [67].

7 Numerical examples

To demonstrate the importance of performing a best run selection mechanism in an application setting,

we make use of the two motivating examples introduced in Section 2 using numerical examples. These

examples also help us make the point that when there is a good model match, then the results are more

interpretable and reproducibility is easier to achieve. The first example is based on ICA of fMRI data

shown in Figure 1, and is a case where there is no ground truth. The second example is based on spectral

unmixing using CPD, and is constructed using ground truth spectra so that besides importance of best

run selection, we can also study the implications of poor model match due to incorrect order (rank)

estimation.

7.1 ICA: Importance of best run selection for model match

We use resting-state fMRI data obtained from the Center of Biomedical research Excellence (COBRE),

which is available on the collaborative informatics and neuroimaging suite data exchange repository

(https://coins.trendscenter.org/) [68]. The dataset we used consists of 176 subjects including 88 healthy

controls (HCs) and 88 patients with schizophrenia (SZs). Each resting state scan contains 150 timepoints

and the first 6 timepoints were omitted to address the T1 saturation effect. Subjects were instructed

to keep their eyes open during the whole scan. Motion correction, slice time correction and spatial nor-

malization was applied to each subject as pre-processing steps. Furthermore, masking was performed to

discard non-brain voxels and masked voxels were flattened to form the observation vector of V = 58,604

voxels for each subject. Group ICA, a widely used method for multi-subject fMRI data analysis using

ICA, was implemented using the Group ICA of fMRI Toolbox (GIFT) [69] version GIFTv3.0c available at

http://trendscenter.org/software/gift. Two stages of PCA are used where in the first stage 100

components are retained in the subject-level data reduction step and 85 components in the group level

http://trendscenter.org/software/gift
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(b) Auditory component

Figure 4: Comparison for the most and least consistent runs for two components estimated using EBM.
Note that in the most consistent run, the sensorimotor component estimation is localized to gray matter
whereas the least consistent has higher frequencies and edges, consistent with an artifactual component.
For auditory component, similarly, the most consistent run has less high frequency power.

data reduction step following the analysis by other work that made use of this dataset [70], hence, esti-

mating a total of 85 intrinsic FNs. The EBM algorithm which enables flexible density matching is used

and run 100 times with random initializations. The best run—referred to in this section as the most con-

sistent run—is selected using the run with the minimum cross-ISI value, as well as the least consistent

run, the run with the maximum cross-ISI value. After the ICA step, a back-reconstruction step is applied

to obtain subject-specific source estimates, i.e., spatial maps.

A total of 28 components were selected as functionally relevant and interesting [71] by inspecting

the spatial maps of each component, the power spectra of the time courses, and dynamic range that

is the difference between peak power and minimum power at frequencies that comes after the peak.

Selected components had peak activations in gray matter and low frequency variations in time courses

(TCs) indicating more blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) activity, as criteria for meaningful FN

estimates. Peak activations of FNs of interest tend to have more low frequency power (<0.1Hz) and the
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dynamic range of FNs (between the high and low frequency bands) is typically higher than 0.03. Since

there is no ground truth, for the comparison of the decompositions obtained using the most and least

consistent runs, we studied functional network connectivity (FNC), i.e., cross-correlation among ICA

timecourses and the fractional amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (fALFF) values.

An FNC map shows the pairwise level of co-activation between brain regions [72] and is obtained by

calculating the Pearson correlations of the component time courses associated with the 28 selected FNs.

Subject specific TCs were detrended, despiked and filtered before computing the pairwise correlations

across the 28 FNs which were transformed to Z -scores. FNC of the most and least consistent runs are

shown in Figure 3, which is organized such that we have FNs grouped with respect to functions domains.

Within a given functional domain, we expect higher connectivity values, which is clearly observed for the

most consistent run. In addition, the default mode network (DMN), as expected, shows higher negative

correlation (blue values) with the sensorimotor network. These aspects are weaker in the FNC map for

the least consistent run suggesting that indeed there is a good model match for ICA of fMRI data, and

hence the most consistent run provides a better model match and a more interpretable result.

fALFF is the ratio of the power of the time course spectra in the low frequency band (<0.10 Hz) to high

frequency band (>0.15 Hz). While low fALFF values are mostly associated with cardiac and respiratory

noise, high fALFF values typically indicate true BOLD activation [73]. The average fALFF value for all

28 components for the most consistent run is 6.89±3.44 while for the least consistent run, this value is

5.55±2.93. Because these values are expected to be higher for BOLD-related activity, higher values here

are again indicating that for the most consistent run, there is a better model match. We show the spatial

maps of two estimated components for the most and least consistent runs as example, the auditory

network and the sensorimotor network in Figure 4. For both components, the most consistent run results

in a map with larger fALFF and dynamic range which increase the confidence in interpretability of the

component. In Figure 4(b), besides the larger fALFF and dynamic range for the most consistent run,

larger and more focal activation areas are clearly observed for the most consistent run further increasing

our confidence in model match and interpretability of the component.

7.2 CPD: Importance of order and best run selection for model match

In this section, we analyze the well-studied amino acids dataset [27] with a known underlying ground

truth using a non-negative CPD model, and demonstrate that (i) different initializations may lead to

different solutions, (ii) the chance of ending up at a poor solution increases in the case of overfactoring,

i.e., when the number of components is overestimated indicating poor model match, and (iii) while the

solution corresponding to the minimum cost function value reveals the true factors in the noise-free

case, it fails to capture the true factors in the presence of noise.

The amino acids dataset 4 consists of fluorescence spectroscopy measurements of five mixtures, each

containing different amounts of three amino acids: tyrosine (Tyr), tryptophan (Trp), and phenylalanine

(Phe). Measurements are arranged as a third-order tensor X in the form of a 5 mixtures × 201 emission

wavelengths × 61 excitation wavelengths array. When this dataset is modeled using a 3-component CPD

model using (3), each rank-one component models one of the amino acids (i.e., Tyr, Trp or Phe) with

4Available at http://www.models.life.ku.dk/Amino_Acid_fluo

http://www.models.life.ku.dk/Amino_Acid_fluo
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True component number
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Figure 5: Noise-free case. Top plots: Histograms of cost function values reached using 1000 random
initializations when a non-negative CPD model is fit to the original amino acids dataset using different
number of components, R. Bottom plots: FMS values corresponding to different cost function values.
The run that achieved the minimum cost function value is marked in red. In order to have the same scale
for different number of components, few outliers are omitted.

br and c r revealing the emission and excitation spectra of the amino acid modelled by component r

while ar showing the relative concentration of that amino acid in different mixtures. Non-negativity

constraints are incorporated since factors in all modes are expected to be non-negative.

Here, we fit the non-negative CPD model using CP-OPT [74] from the Tensor Toolbox [75]. CP-OPT

is a gradient-based all-at-once optimization approach solving the optimization problem (4) for all factor

matrices simultaneously. In order to fit the model with non-negativity constraints, we use CP-OPT with

the limited memory BFGS algorithm with bound constraints (LBFGS-B) 5. We use 1000 random initial-

izations, where entries in the factor matrices are drawn from uniform distribution. All runs stop due to

either the gradient condition or the relative change in cost function value. We carry out the following

experiments to study the “best run” selection problem when fitting the CPD model:

• Noise-free case : Original amino acids dataset (X) is modelled using R = {3,4,5} components. While

we refer to this case as noise-free, it is a real experimental dataset and contains noise. However, the

3-component non-negative CPD model can model the original data well with a model fit of 99.9%,

where the model fit is defined as 100×
(
1− ‖X−X̂‖2

‖X‖2

)
and X̂ denotes the approximation. Here, R = 3

corresponds to the true number of components, i.e., the number of amino acids, while R > 3 results

in overfactoring.

• Noisy case : We add noise to the original dataset X and construct Xnoisy, where Xnoisy = X+
η N

‖N‖‖X‖. Here, N is a tensor of the same size as X with entries drawn from the standard nor-

mal distribution, and η indicates the noise level. We use η = 0.5 in the experiments. The noisy

tensor is then modelled using an R-component non-negative CPD model with R = {3,4,5}.

As the ground truth corresponds to the factors extracted by a 3-component non-negative CPD model,

A,B ,C , we assess the quality of different solutions, Â, B̂ ,Ĉ , using the factor match score (FMS) defined

5Available at https://github.com/stephenbeckr/L-BFGS-B-C

https://github.com/stephenbeckr/L-BFGS-B-C
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Figure 6: Components from a 3-component non-negative CPD model in the noise-free case. Ground
truth is the solution corresponding to the minimum cost function value (shown in red). Blue plots show
the components corresponding to the maximum cost function value (out of 1000 random initializations).

True component number
R = 3 R = 4 R = 5

Figure 7: Noisy case. Top plots: Histograms of cost function values reached using 1000 random initializa-
tions when a non-negative CPD model is fit to the noisy amino acids dataset using different number of
components, R. Bottom plots: FMS values corresponding to different cost function values. The run that
achieved the minimum cost function value is marked in red. In order to have the same scale for different
number of components, few outliers are omitted.

as follows (after finding the best matching permutation):

FMS = 1

R

R∑
r=1

aT
r âr

‖ar ‖‖âr ‖
bT

r b̂r

‖br ‖‖b̂r ‖
cT

r ĉ r

‖c r ‖‖ĉ r ‖
. (12)

In the noise-free case, when the data is modelled using a 3-component non-negative CPD model, ex-

cept for a couple of initializations, almost all initializations reach the same cost function value, see Figure

5. If we choose one of those solutions reaching the minimum cost function value, the true underlying fac-

tors, i.e., true emission and excitation spectra of amino acids as well as the true relative concentrations,

are captured as shown in Figure 6 (in red). However, if we were to choose one of the unlucky solutions,

e.g., the maximum cost function value, components will not reveal the true patterns (see the patterns in

blue in Figure 6). Similarly, in the case of overfactoring, when we use multiple initializations, and pick the

solution corresponding to the minimum value, the three components revealing the underlying patterns
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True component number
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Figure 8: Components extracted using non-negative CPD models in the noisy case using different num-
ber of components, R. Ground truth is plotted in red while blue patterns show the components corre-
sponding to the minimum cost function value (out of 1000 random initializations). In the case of R = 4
and R = 5, the three components that match best to the true components are plotted.

needed to identify the amino acids will be accurately captured. However, as we see in Figure 5 for R = 4

and R = 5, we may more easily end up at poor solutions.

When modelling Xnoisy using a non-negative CPD model, for R = 3, again, almost always, we can

reach the true solution (Figure 7 first column), and choosing the minimum cost function value reveals

the true components as shown in Figure 8 first column (in blue) even though they are slightly noisier.

As in the noise-free case, when the number of components is overestimated, it becomes more likely to

end up at a different solution (Figure 7 for R = 4 and R = 5). Note that the solution corresponding to the

minimum cost function value is no longer the best solution (i.e., the one with the highest FMS) when the

number of components is overestimated, and it can no longer reveal the true patterns emphasizing the

importance of model match. Much noisier patterns are extracted due to overfitting the noise as shown

in Figure 8 for R = 4 and R = 5 using the solution corresponding to the minimum cost function value.

In order to prevent overfitting, we could use ridge regularization on all factor matrices, and in that case,

the solution corresponding to the minimum cost function value would reveal the true factors even in the

case of overfitting providing a remedy for the best run selection problem.

8 Summary and discussion

In this paper, we focused on an important class of data-driven solutions, MTD for data analysis, where

the goal is interpretability of the estimated factors. With this focus, we defined the inter-related concepts

of uniqueness, interpretability, and model match. To solidify what we mean by these concepts, we made

use of two examples where the MTD have found fruitful applications, analysis of fMRI data and unmix-

ing of fluorescence data. We reviewed the uniqueness conditions for two decompositions used in these

applications, ICA and CPD, and discussed the role of uniqueness. We reviewed the main solutions in-

troduced to date for reproducibility, and the closely related concept of replicability for hyper-parameter

selection by sampling of the available set of observations. We noted the limited nature of work in the

area, and provided a critical view of the existing solutions, along with their promise and limitations. We

then presented examples based on the two problems we introduced, analysis of fMRI and fluorescence

data, which demonstrate the importance of
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• using a mechanism for selection of a best run among a large number of independent runs for

further analysis and interpretation;

• model match for reproducibility.

When there is a good model match, the results are more interpretable. This is demonstrated with the

FNC maps and estimates for sample FNs for the fMRI analysis example, and with a better match to the

truth for the spectral demixing example, which uses data with ground truth. This second example also

lets us demonstrate the role of order selection (for CPD of rank R) for model match. When there is a good

model match and the order is correct, the solution with minimum cost function value yields also the

best solution (highest correlation with truth), but this is not the case when there is noise and model mis-

match, i.e., order is chosen differently. A proposed solution for order selection for CPD deserves mention

in this respect. In [17], evaluation of accuracy versus reproducibility is proposed to determine the model

order. For a simulated example, it is shown that when the data is fixed and models are estimated using

random initializations, the error decreases with increasing number of components (rank), i.e., bias de-

creases, while reproducibility, evaluated using a similarity metric for the estimated components across

initializations decreases as well, i.e., variance increases. The true model order is the one that provides

the trade-off between the two.

Methods such as regularization can help alleviate the negative effects of poor model match, at the

expense of introducing new parameters to the algorithm. This in turn increases complexity, especially in

terms of the need to tune additional user-defined parameters. In addition, sampling strategies for hyper-

parameter selection should be carefully employed in MTD, with split half methods being favored for

multiple reasons including limited nature of observations. In addition, during the process, one should

make sure to select the most reproducible run for each parameter setting and sampling choice.

More importantly, we noted that within the limited set of solutions that do account for reproducibility

for MTD, many fall short of providing a complete picture. The two sets of solutions that are used to select

a a best run among multiple runs either (i) using a metric to evaluate the consistency of the solution

among multiple runs, or (ii) basing this decision on the minimum cost value. However, both of these

considerations should guide the selection of the "best run" to be used for further interpretation as only

together they provide a complete picture. When taking the cost function value one should be careful

though as the use of regularization, and in the case of ICA, selection of different nonlinearities effectively

changes the cost. For ICA, one can opt for use of a direct criterion related to the goal, such as use of

mutual information (rate).

Next, we summarize our guideline for assuring reproducibility in MTD, which we believe is the first

attempt of a checklist for this important class of data-driven solutions. The machine learning repro-

ducibility checklist [11] has been compiled with supervised methods in mind, however the first set of

recommendations on this list do hold for our case as well. These relate to the complete description of

algorithms and models, theoretical claims, information on the datasets used, and the code that is shared.

Our additional recommendations below relate to the experimental results that are reported, which are

the last group of items of the list in [11].
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Figure 9: Summary of the steps for reproducibility and replicability for a given dataset X following the
study of uniqueness conditions for the selected model. Reproducibility is represented by yellow blocks where all
parameters, and hence method is fixed, but multiple runs are used.
Replicability is represented with the outer green block where different samplings from the dataset X are used.
Best run selection involves use of multiple runs with different initializations and choosing one using selected consistency
metric(s) along with the cost function value.
• Fixed algorithm settings in the gray blocks can refer to the use of different orders, N , and/or regularization parameters such
as those for sparsity or smoothness. Or, all parameters can be fixed to the same value (following an initial step to determine
those) in settings 1 to L, and this can be used to study effects such as sample size.
• Samplings might make use of various strategies, such as NPAIRS/split halves, or might be testing sample sizes, in which case
they can be based on selected increments in number of samples, e.g., subjects, again sampled from X .

Given that our focus is interpretability using MTD, we note the following:

1. First, the uniqueness properties of the given decomposition should be studied for the given prob-

lem and setting.

2. The mechanism for hyper-parameter selection, including selection of the model order, should be

clearly stated, and the most reproducible run—the best run—defined in step 3 below, should be

used for each run that is used in the selection of hyper-parameters.

3. We described a number of approaches that can be used for best run selection, either using a mea-

sure on the consistency of the results, or using the minimum cost function value. Consistency

metrics are more commonly used, and are important, however cost function value should also be

taken into account as a solution with low variability but high bias as explained with the bias and

variance dilemma will not be useful.

4. Finally, when selecting the best run, we should also make sure that a stationary point of the algo-

rithm is reached. A large number of iterative MTD algorithms are (stochastic) gradient based as

the evaluations of Hessian might be costly. In this case, a gradient-based stopping condition can

be used as a criterion while making sure that the updates are stopped because that condition is

satisfied, and not due to reaching the maximum number of iterations. Maximum number of itera-

tions is typically used as a back-up given the fact that convergence might not be easy to achieve in

certain scenarios.

In Figure 9, we summarize the main steps for the verification of reproducibility and replicability.
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For replicability, we refer to our main focus in the paper where different datasets in the definition imply

data from the same distribution, in this case, different samplings from the given dataset X . When the

reference is to a completely different dataset, e.g., coming from another study with the same overall goal

such as identification of biomarkers for a certain disorder, then the measures of similarity of the solutions

need to be modified. In this case, they are likely to be more general than the strict consistency measures

we defined in this paper and are usually context dependent.

Computational reproducibility, and the effects of ending up in undesirable local optima are obvi-

ously important in supervised models like deep nets as well. In the case of MTD, since the solutions are

directly interpretable, we can more easily demonstrate the problems in such cases. Since model match

of which model order selection is an important component, this might also mean that identifying sub-

spaces might help achieve a better match to the properties of observations, and helps enrich the simple

linear/multi-linear mixing assumptions. More importantly, with good model match, the reproducibil-

ity considerations become easier. Obviously, a related important factor is the optimization landscape,

which depends on multiple factors including order/rank, selected model, and nature and size of data.

This is an area where further research, especially with reproducibility in mind, is needed. A good exam-

ple is [76] where the properties of local optima are discussed in detail, also supporting the importance of

using random initializations.

Given the growing emphasis on data-driven solutions across disciplines, interpretability and explain-

ability of solutions have been receiving increased attention, and for MTD, this important aspect comes

for free. Hence, we are hoping that our attempt at providing a reproducibility checklist for this important

class of solutions in machine learning will help with their wider acceptability and applicability.

Acknowledgments: We would like to thank Simon Van Eyndhoven, Nico Vervliet, Dana Lahat, David
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